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Profile 
Amy is originally from New Zealand where she worked her way up to be one of the most senior editors at 
Warner Brothers.  She also has years of experience in London where she has built up a strong, loyal client base. 
She is an outstanding editor, in part due to her background in directing and producing originally which ensures 
she often lands lead editor roles.  Amy has a huge passion for storytelling and amazingly strong attention to 
detail.  Also, a great eye for comedy and she always seems to manage to pick something from a scene that no 
one else has thought of!  She is fast, and therefore comfortable working under tight deadlines.  Amy always 
strives to deliver content that both herself and the client are proud of. 
 

UK Credits 
 
“Celeb Ex in the City” In this spin-off to MTV’s “Ex on the Beach” two single famous faces go on a date at a 
central London restaurant, but just when they start getting comfortable, they’ll be interrupted by one of their 
notorious exes. If that wasn’t awkward enough, the celebrities will have to decide whether to go a second date 
with their original blind date or their ex. 
Whizz Kid for MTV 
 
“The Real Housewives of Jersey” Episode 3. In this show, some of the island’s most fabulous and glamorous 
Housewives embrace all that Jersey has to offer. A combination of St Tropez and St Ives, Jersey has 
everything from tranquil beaches to fabulous parties.  
ITVBe 
 
“Served! With Jade Thirlwall” Each episode will see Little Mix star Jade Thirwall cook off against a drag star! 
Jade will send her guests a delivery of food and fun gifts whilst in quarantine. We watch as the Queens open up 
and react to their parcels and then the cooking begins! Surprise guests drop in and Jade’s mam Norma will be 
crowning the winner! 
Smokeshow Production for Amazon 
 
“Just One Night” 1 x 25min. One couple, on the cusp of a major relationship decision, date someone new for 
just one night. They’ll then decide if they’re going to stick together or split forever. 
Lion TV for BBC3 
 
“Celeb’s Go Dating” Popular, long-running dating series featuring unlucky in love celebs hoping to find their 
match as they go on dates with members of the public.  With help from dating experts Paul Carrick Brunson 
and Anna Williamson at the Celebs Go Dating agency. 
Lime Pictures for E4 
 
“RuPaul’s Drag Race UK” Series 1 & 2. 3 x 60min. UK edition of this highly acclaimed reality competition series. 
Featuring a whole host of glamourous new talent, hilarious celebrity guest judges and dazzling runway looks as 
we join Ru on his quest to find the contestant that possesses the most Charisma, Uniqueness, Nerve and Talent 
to be crowned the UK’s ‘Next Drag Superstar’. 
World of Wonder for BBC3 
 
 



“Celebrity Ex on the Beach” Eight single celebrities head off to a villa in Marbella, where they'll get plenty of 
shocks and surprises with celebrity pal arrivals, shock evictions, unexpected dates and plenty of matchmaking. 
Whizz Kid for MTV 
 
“Shipwrecked” 1 x 60min. Factual Entertainment. This supercharged new series of the hit show returns with a 
fresh group of castaways who will struggle to survive on a deserted tropical island, as they compete against 
each other to win a huge prize. 
RDF Television for Channel 4.  
 
“Geordie Shore” Series 17, 18, 19 & 20. 4 x 60min episodes. Reality programme following the antics of young 
adults based in Newcastle.  Spin off to American’s ‘Jersey Shore’. 
Lime Pictures for MTV 
 
“The Real Housewives of Cheshire” 1x60min. Episode 5. Reality series following a group of women residing in 
one of the UK's most affluent areas, the glamourous Golden Triangle of Cheshire. 
Monkey Kingdom for ITVBe 
 
“Dinner Dates” Factual entertainment programme in a series which puts love on the menu for single guys and 
girls. Each programme gives one lucky person the chance to find true love over three meals cooked by a blind 
date in their own home. 
Hat Trick for ITV 
 
“Gone to Pot: American Road Trip” Series featuring starts Linda Robson, Pam St Clement, Christopher Biggins, 
John Fashanu and Bobby George.  The celebs embark on a weird and wonderful journey getting involved in all 
kinds of medical marijuana mischief throughout their road trip of the USA, investigating the benefits and 
drawbacks of legal recreational and medicinal marijuana. Co-editor. 
Betty TV for ITV 
 
“Five Star Hotel” 15 x 60min series following a team of five celebrities (Joey Essex, Spencer Matthews, Lydia 
Bright, Holly Hagen and Ashley Cain), as they take on the challenge of delivering 5 Star Service at a boutique 
Mediterranean hotel. Co-editor. 
Two Four for E4 
 

NZ Credits 
 
“Celebrity Treasure Island” Series 15. 2 x 60min. One of the very earliest reality formats, celebrity castaways 
compete with one another for the chance to win NZ$100,000 (£50,000) for their chosen charity. This series 
includes classic elements from the original series such as team face-offs, elimination battles and a high-octane 
treasure hunt, plus charity challenges that allow each player to accrue cash for their chosen cause. 
Exec Producer: Craig Burton 
Warner Bros ITVPNZ 
 
“My Family Mystery” Series 1. 2 x 60min. With only a single clue to go on, a regular individual embarks on a 
quest to solve a family mystery that continues to have an impact on their life. They are aided by experts, 
genealogists, historians, cold case investigators and journalists who scour the archives and visit key locations 
looking for evidence. The journeys all build to a final reveal, which could be a missing person, a secret sibling, a 
long-lost lover, the exposure of a con, or even the solution to a cold case. 
Exec Producer: Tim Lawry 
Warner Bros ITVPNZ 
 
“Married at First Sight New Zealand” Series 4. Offline Editor on Eps 6 and 15. Finishing Editor on several more 
Eps. Singles agree to marry partners chosen for them by a team of relationship experts. Looking forward to a 
perfect match, they meet their mates for the first time on their wedding day. 
Exec Producer: Emma White  
Warner Bros ITVPNZ 
 



“My Mum Your Dad New Zealand” 4 x 60min. Offline Editor on 2 Eps. Finishing Editor on 2 Eps. A group of 
single Kiwi parents move into a house together, hoping to find a second chance at love.  But there's a twist - 
little do they know that their adult kids are watching their every move and trying to help them succeed.   
Exec Producer: Tim Lawry 
Warner Bros ITVPNZ 
 
“Fboy Island” Offline Editor on Ep 1 and the Finale. Finishing Editor for whole series. Reality dating series which 
focuses on three women trying to identify 24 men as either womanizers or seeking a serious relationship, 
hosted by Nikki Glaser. 
Exec Producers: Ben Bitonti, Sam Dean, Elan Gale 
Warner Brothers for ITVBPZ 
 
“The Masked Singer New Zealand” Series 2. Finishing Editor. Reality singing competition television show based 
on the Masked Singer franchise this time based in a virtual set. The show is hosted by Clinton Randell. 
Exec Producers. Emma White. Greg Heathcote 
Warner Brothers for ITVBPZ 
 
“Ru Paul’s Drag Race Down Under” Seies 2, 3 and 4. Shantay, G’day! Aussie and Kiwi queens battle it out to 
make herstory as down under's first drag superstar under the watchful eyes of Mama Ru and the fabulous 
Michelle Visage. 
Exec Producer: RuPaul Charles, Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato and Tom Campbell 
Warner Brothers for ITVBPZ, Wow and iPlayer  
 
“The Great Kiwi Bake Off” Series 3 Twelve of the best amateur bakers in New Zealand face off in a series of 
challenges testing their baking skills, from biscuits to bread to pavlovas. 
Exec Producers: Emma White Greg Heathcote. 
Warner Brothers for ITV PNZ 
 
“The Bachelor NZ” Series 1-3. Dating game show revolving around a single bachelor as he begins a quest to 
select a wife from a pool of contestants. The couples travel to romantic and exotic locations for their 
adventures as the bachelor eliminates candidates, in a bid to ultimately either electing to start a relationship 
with or proposing to his final choice. 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Survivor NZ” Series 1. Reality series featuring a group of contestants who are marooned in an isolated 
location, where they must provide food, water, fire, and shelter for themselves. The contestants compete in 
challenges for rewards and immunity from elimination. They are progressively eliminated from the game as 
they are voted out by their fellow contestants until only one remains and is given the title of "Sole Survivor,“ 
being awarded the grand prize of NZ$100,000. 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Come Dine with Me NZ” Series 1. Four people are picked at random within various cities and asked to cook a 
meal for each other over the period of four/five days. 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“The Block NZ” Series 1-5. Competition series following the journey of four couples as they compete against 
each other to completely renovate, room by room, four neighbouring houses in Auckland, and then sell them 
at auction. Each couple keeps any profit made on the house, and the winner receives a bonus cash sum. 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Our First Home NZ” Series 1&2. Our First Home will see three families taking part in what has become a Kiwi 
rite of passage, as they purchase and move into a potentially profitable do-up, then for ten weeks they 
renovate in a bid to add the most value to their property at auction. Whether the family relationships survive 
the process, however, is a whole different story! 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 



“Women in Blue” Series 2. Observational documentary that goes on the beat with the women who keep New 
Zealand's streets safe. 
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
 “Great Food Race” Series 1. Completive reality cooking show that sees budding chefs prepare culinary delights 
in a bid to avoid elimination each week against their fellow contestants.  
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Secret Lives of Dancers” Observational documentary providing a behind the scenes look at The Royal Ballet, 
NZ.  
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Lost and Found” Series 1. Reality series that helps to reunite separated families.  
Warner Bros International Television Production NZ  
 
“Meet the Frockers” Series 1. Observational documentary series going behind the scenes at a wedding dress 
shop. From Bridezillas wanting the best, to mother-of-the-bride meltdowns, the Frockers have seen it all! It's 
time for your fitting... 
Eyeworks New Zealand 
 
“Hottest Baker” Series 4. Competition series celebrating New Zealand’s love affair with home baking. The 
series features eight top amateur home bakers from across New Zealand competing each week to test their 
baking skills. From cupcakes, pies and pavlovas, to baking and decorating the perfect cake, each episode holds 
a fresh and delicious challenge for the contestants testing their versatility and inventiveness baking against the 
clock. 
Eyeworks New Zealand.  
 
 
 


